Grand Opening Just Around the Corner: Celebrity Chef Jamie
Oliver Visits Vienna Airport
SSP opens the very first “Jamie Oliver’s Bar” in Austria on April 27, 2018
Next Friday, on April 27, 2018, the new “Jamie Oliver’s Bar” will be officially opened at
Vienna Airport. The British celebrity chef Jamie Oliver came personally to visit Vienna
Airport for fine tuning during the preparation phase. After greeting his teams at
“Jamie’s Italian” and “Jamie’s Deli”, he satisfied himself with the “Jamie Oliver’s Bar”
which will soon go into operation, accompanied by Julian Jäger, Member of the
Management Board of Flughafen Wien AG, and Jan Kamp, Director Business
Development SSP. The official opening is scheduled for April 27, 2018.
“Jamie Oliver’s high-quality cuisine relies on regionality and healthy food. Thanks to the
expansion of the Jamie Oliver food and drink offering at Vienna Airport, passengers will
experience an even broader culinary diversity”, says Julian Jäger, Member of the
Management Board of Flughafen Wien AG.
Snacks & cocktails à la Jamie Oliver: “Jamie Oliver’s Bar”
High quality snacks and a selection of alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks will be offered to
passengers within the context of the new “Jamie Oliver’s Bar” concept of the British celebrity
chef Jamie Oliver. Travellers can enjoy a choice of beers, wine and long drinks as well as
numerous snacks, for example the chicken schnitzel club sandwich, at the rustic urban style
bar. “Jamie Oliver’s Bar” will be open to passengers at the F and G gates starting on April 27,
2018.
High-quality culinary highlight: Jamie Oliver’s offering spanning more than 800 m²
The take-away concept “Jamie’s Deli” and the popular restaurant “Jamie’s Italian” both
opened at Vienna Airport last year. Since then, passengers have been able to choose among
a broad offering of high-quality Italian dishes from Jamie Oliver. The free standing bar of the
Jamie Oliver Restaurant Group completes the overall 841m² concept of the British celebrity
chef. The Jamie Oliver restaurants at Vienna Airport are operated by SSP – The Food Travel
Experts.
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